Money Habitudes™ 2
For Young Adults
Three Lessons On What Money Means... And Why it Matters

Money Habitudes 2 is a quick program introducing at-risk youth to the non-technical, human side of money – a critical element of successful money management.

The three lively lessons explore how hidden attitudes affect the ways people actually behave around money, regardless of economic situation or financial expertise. The award-winning Money Habitudes™ card game, integrated into the lessons, makes this process fun and engaging.

Money Habitudes 2 is written specifically for at-risk or system involved youth in community settings, including pregnancy prevention, marriage and workforce development.

To order or for more information, www.DibbleInstitute.org

For Ages 16-24
3 lessons
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Sample Activity

List the most important or influential relationships in your life. Beside each name, write what you guess is each person’s money habitude. Then give an example that describes why the person might have that habitude.

Now explain how your money habitudes and their money habitudes may affect each relationship, both positively and negatively.

In the next 10 years, chances are pretty good you will be in some sort of long-term romantic relationship. The following questions will help you examine how your knowledge of money habitudes can help you in that relationship.

Why will it be important to know what your romantic partner’s money habitudes are before you become very involved with him or her?

Which combination of money habitudes could create conflict with your future romantic partner?

What skills might be useful in helping you manage these conflicts in ways that will strengthen rather than damage your relationship?

Where will you learn these skills?